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Editor-in-Chief’s Introduction

Our biggest issue yet
William P Ferris
Editor-in-Chief
Organization Management Journal (2010)
7, 1–2. doi:10.1057/omj.2010.13

Welcome to our largest issue yet in our 7-year life. 2010 also marks
our third year as a quarterly. In this issue, we are pleased
to offer six articles in three sections as well as an article review in
the fourth section. We are also breaking new ground in our
publishing history with three artistic reproductions in one of the
articles.
Our issue leads with the First Person Research section, a section of
OMJ of which we are quite proud. Sally Riad and Michael Elmes, as
Co-Editors, have worked hard to help establish a kind of research
rarely found in the journals in our field. In fact, a Google search
of the topic brings up our journal prominently in the first couple of
pages; no other journals appeared in the search. As Sally and Mike
point out in their Introduction to our two First Person Research
articles this spring, First Person Research must take into account the
presence of the researcher, involve researcher reflexivity, and tie the
research prominently to theory. Articles for this section may center
on teaching or research, among other topics. In this issue, the first
article focuses on reflections in the teaching sphere, and the second
on the nature of collaborative inquiry in research by women.
Steven Taylor’s article, ‘‘Negative Judgments: Reflections on
Teaching Reflective Practice,’’ leads off the section. In it, Taylor
reflects on how his negative judgments of a student in an online
course prevented him from learning or ‘‘being surprised’’ by
reflections of the student, thus robbing him of some competence
as well as one of the fruits of teaching – the joy of learning from
a student or from the experience. That is, until his reflections
became the subject of an article. All instructors who are serious
about the joy of teaching should read this article. The second
article, ‘‘Two to the Power of Three: An Exploration of Metaphor
for Sense Making in (Women’s) Collaborative Inquiry,’’ by Louise
Grisoni and Margaret Page, both from the University of the West of
England, Bristol, is centered more on the research process.
Investigating sense-making in collaborative research inquiry with
a special focus on women, it uses a metaphorical approach
common to many First Person Research articles. Grisoni and Page
use metaphors from drama and mythology to explore the pressures
and dynamics affecting the researchers in their relationships
with their organization as well as with each other. If you are a
woman researcher who has ever thought about or accomplished
collaborative research with other women, you will not want to
miss this article!
The next three articles come from the Teaching & Learning
section. Co-Editor Steve Meisel finds that they all share the promise
of exploring ‘‘process improvement in management education.’’
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In ‘‘Starting with Howard Gardner’s Five Minds,
Adding Elliott Jaques’s Responsibility Time Span:
Implications for Undergraduate Management Education,’’ Stork, et al. apply management theory
from books by Gardner and Jaques to the business
school administration environment. The theories
inspire a series of questions that all members of
the business school should be asking themselves
and others in the quest to help develop the
minds of undergraduate business students. In short,
we must apply the theories we teach to our
own work activities for the ultimate benefit of our
students.
The second of these three articles is by Ben
Arbaugh, Ashai Desai, Barbara Rau, and Balakuntalam
S Sridhar, all from the University of Wisconsin at
Oshkosh, and it summarizes the state of online
business education between 1994 and 2009. Ben
is the current Editor of Academy of Management
Learning & Education, the well-known Academy of
Management journal that centers its research on
global business education. He is also a well-known
authority on online education. He and his colleagues have differentiated in their review among
different management courses and their use and
effectiveness as blended or totally online offerings.
The article offers a rich and lengthy list of online
management education articles from the past
15 years, and the authors hope they have been able
to encourage future online management education
researchers to add to it. As mentioned by Co-Editor
Meisel, an earlier version of this manuscript received
the MED Global Forum Best Paper Award at the 2009
meetings of the Academy of Management, so we are
particularly pleased that Ben and his co-authors
chose to submit their enhanced version to OMJ.
The third Teaching & Learning article by Jeanie M
Forray (former Editor of this journal) and Janelle E
Goodnight, both from Western New England
College, is entitled, ‘‘Think Global, Act Local:
A Methodology for Investigating International
Business Curriculum Priorities Using Stakeholder
Feedback.’’ It suggests the importance of going
beyond the best practices of existing international
business education in designing new curricular
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programs in this arena to connect such new
programs with the mission of the home university
and the needs and feedback of its students. Their
study describes an evidence-based approach that
was used in one such new program.
The next article presented in this issue of OMJ
comes from the Linking Theory & Practice section
and connects quite nicely to the Forray-Goodnight
one. Authors Elizabeth Davis, James Kee, and
Kathryn Newcomer, all from The George Washington University, offer ‘‘The Strategic Transformation
Process: Toward Purpose, People, Process and Power.’’
They propose an organizational change model that
involves all stakeholders as equal partners, a model
that works in the non-profit environment such as
academe as well as in the for-profit environment.
Obviously, a model like this requires a high level of
leader–stakeholder trust and communication, and
the authors emphasize this factor throughout. They
argue persuasively that relationships among stakeholders matter just as much as financial or econometric measures to the success of organizational
change.
Finally, new Reviews & Research of Note
Co-Editor Kristin Backhaus introduces Kathleen R
Johnson’s review of an article in Academy of
Management Perspectives by Timothy Devinney
entitled, ‘‘Is the Socially Responsible Corporation
a Myth? The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of
Corporate Social Responsibility.’’ In the article
Devinney questions the lack of clear definition of
the term Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
This lack of definition presents a barrier to
researchers as well as corporations trying to function in the CSR arena. In fact, Devinney questions
whether we can evaluate a corporation’s social
responsibility in light of the corporate requirement
to constantly increasing shareholder value. How are
we to know whether the corporation is using its
purported CSR activity simply as good public
relations? Johnson summarizes and critiques the
article and makes suggestions about what we
should do next to help resolve these issues.
We have a great group of articles and a stimulating
article review for you in this spring issue. Enjoy!

